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FIB:
Facultat d’Informàtica de
Barcelona
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC-BarcelonaTech)
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About FIB
The Facultat d'Informàtica de Barcelona
(Barcelona School of Informatics) belongs
to UPC and it is the reference centre for
Informatics studies since its inception in
1976, and the beginning of the educational
activities during 1977-1978.
Throughout these 40 years, the faculty has
been in charge of the bachelor’s degree,
diploma courses, technical engineering and
master degrees and currently the formal
qualifications in the field of Computer
Science and related subjects.
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FIB: Where?
Address
B6 Building at Campus Nord
Jordi Girona street,1-3
08034 Barcelona
Contact
Email: Info.masters@fib.upc.edu
Web: http://www.fib.upc.edu/
Social Networking

https://www.facebook.com/fib.upc
https://twitter.com/fib_upc
https://www.youtube.com/user/mediafib
https://www.instagram.com/fib.upc/
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FIB: Mission
• Provide education on informatics engineering

• Promote the dissemination of information technologies to contribute to society
improvements
• Provide a strong background to our students that will be used throughout their
professional life

• Prioritizing lasting concepts
• Promoting effective working habits and team working
• Stimulating their students' ability of self-sufficiency
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FIB: Our Reputation
International Rankings
• Times Higher Education – Computer Science: 93
• 1st in Spain

• QS World University Rankings – Computer Science: 51-100
• 1st in Spain

• US News Best Global Univ. Rankings – Computer Science: 37
• 1st in Spain
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Master in Data Science
Overview
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Data Drives the World!
The role of data in the world economy is out of question
• Data Science is the sector with higher expected growth
since 2014 in most developed economies (EU and USA)
• Most optimistic forecasts measure a sustained growth
world-wide of around 20% per year
• The most pessimistic measure it around 12%
The European Commission has developed a data-driven
economy strategy: Building a European Data Economy.
• In 2019, the data-driven economy whole impact on the
economy was valued as 400 Billion Euro (EU+UK), with a
yearly growth of 7,6% (much higher than the total IT
sector of 4,9%)
• Data professionals represent the 3,6% of the total EU27
workforce, with a 5,5% yearly increase
• The EU identified a gap of 459.000 unfilled positions in
the EU27 + UK
The OECD and the European Commission recently stated:
“Big Data and Data Science are key pillars in the 21st
century source of growth” but they also remark “datadriven innovation is key for growth and well-being”
sources: IDC, Gartner, Forrester, IBM Quant Crunch Report,
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD), European Commission
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Will Data Drive the Future World?
The future role of data is also out of question!
The EU Data Market and Data Economy in 2025
(post-covid scenario):
• Baseline scenario (1,5% GDP cumulative growth):
expected annual growth rate of 5,8% for a total of 550
Billion Euro in the EU27 with a steep increase of its
incidence from 2,8% in 2020 to 4% in 2025
• High growth scenario (+2,1% GDP cumulative growth):
expected annual growth rate of 11,5% for a total of 827
Billion Euro in the EU27 with a steep increase of its
incidence from 2,8% in 2020 to 5,9% in 2025
• Challenge scenario (+0,9% GDP cumulative growth):
expected annual growth rate of 3% for a total of 432
Billion Euro in the EU27 with a steep increase of its
incidence from 2,8% in 2020 to 3,3% in 2025
KEY FACT: even in the worst scenario, the unfilled data jobs
is estimated to 5,7% of the demand (i.e., 484000 jobs)
In all scenarios, demand will still grow faster than supply
sources: European Commission
(https://data.europa.eu/en/highlights/size-and-trends-eudata-economy)
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Why Data is nowadays so relevant?
• Data Science is instrumental: i.e., traversal to any sector and it will even
further affect and accelerate transformation in all sectors:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve health care
Create safer and cleaner transport systems
Generate new products and services
Reduce the costs of public services
Improve sustainability and energy efficiency
... among many other examples!

• New sectors have emerged overriding the prevalence of traditional
strategies: e-health, smart cities, smart spaces, e-banking, new videogame
industry, industry 4.0, etc.
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The Bad News...
• Current reports alert about the gap between demand and supply of
skilful data scientists. Main reports1 blame the current rigid educative
offer as main source of problems and demand:
A data scientist must follow a multidisciplinary education covering all the relevant
aspects of data science: data management, data analytics and basics on business

aspects

“Data scientists must be able to write code and create systems”
•

1Sources:

European Commission, the Big Data Value Association (BDVA) and the Quant Crunch Report (USA-based), including a statement from
Facebook, Google and main data-driven companies
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But Again Good News
• The current scenario is also an opportunity for those with a
comprehensive education on the field:
•
•
•

Harvard Business Report: “Data Scientist is the sexiest job of the 21st Century”
Salaries in Big Data / Data Science are 50% and 70% (depending on the source)
higher than in any other IT sector
Inherent innovative and research-oriented work
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FIB’s Data Science Master

The FIB’s Data Science Master fosters students with a
multidisciplinary education meeting the skills need to
become a successful data scientist
• Learning Outcomes:

• Identify and apply the most suitable data management methods and processes to
manage the whole data lifecycle, including structured and unstructured data
• Identify and apply data analysis, knowledge extraction and data visualization of data
collected in disparate heterogeneous formats
• Define, design and implement complex systems that cover all phases of a data science
project
• Design and execute data science projects in specific domains in an innovative manner
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Master in Data Science: Syllabus
https://masters.fib.upc.edu/masters/master-data-science
The Data Science master is fully aligned with the Big Data Management
and Analytics (BDMA) master funded by the European Commission
https://bdma.ulb.ac.be/
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Exemplary Master Theses

Building a 4D MRI blood-flow velocity fields statistical model
• Author: Hongping Feng
• Abstract: Cardiovascular disease is a major cause of death worldwide. The
diagnosis and prognosis is traditionally based on morphology and
function; hemodynamic behaviour influences pathogenesis but it is hardly
included in current clinical workflow due to lack of insight and
standardization. This project aims at building a 4D MRI blood-flow
velocity fields statistical model with methods such as PCA on 3D volume
dataset
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Wind Pattern Analysis Applied to Coastal Areas
• Author: Mouad Moussabbih
• Abstract: In the framework of the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games Weather
Project, a big amount of data have been and are currently collected on the
sea through real time sensors during trainings and racings and are being
stored into a cloud database. The collaboration with UPC is aimed at
developing a data analysis methodology able to support sailors decisions
during Olympic Games races
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Traffic Forecasting in Smart Cities
• Author: Juan José Vázquez Giménez
• Abstract: For some time now, traffic forecasting has been a well-known
problem in the inter-urban context. However, due to the limited amount of
available data, researchers have been less focused on solving the problem
in urban areas. Currently, we consider that the explosion of data due to
increasing ICT (Information and Communications Technology) penetration
in Smart Cities provides the suitable framework to exploit the potential of
the forecasting methods. Thus, this master thesis will focus on the urban
traffic forecast problem through the use of new data sources
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Data Science Tools to Detect the Intention of the User to
Perform a Step with a Lower-limb Robotic Exoskeleton
• Author: Vicent Pérez Gregori
• Abstract: Detecting the step moment has a key role in providing a more
versatile human-machine interaction encouraging patients suffering from
spinal cord injuries to use these kinds of devices to walk again.
• This challenge has been faced using two approaches, one consisting in an
autotuning of the step initiation parameter using the angular velocity
signal of the thigh segment. The latter, based on finding an alternative
method to detect the user's intention of performing a step using Data
Science techniques
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On Explainability of Deep Neural Networks
• Author: Álvaro Parafita
• Abstract: Deep Neural Networks have attained state-of-the-art
performance in most Machine Learning fields during the recent years.
However, it is still hard to ascertain what function each layer of neuron
performs or the reasoning behind each prediction. This problem is
especially relevant for sensitive applications, such as medical image
recognition, where model interpretability is a definite requirement. This
project will evaluate the latest advances in deep learning interpretability
and aim to find alternatives to the current attribution and feature
visualization strategies
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Model-Agnostic Process Modelling
• Author: Josep Sànchez Ferreres
• Abstract: Business process management is a widely employed discipline in
modern organizations. however, most organizations do not see the
benefits of using formal modelling languages to document processes and,
thus, are unable to benefit from the most recent advances in the field.
• in this master thesis, we will explore the possibility of using natural
language descriptions of processes as a formalism-agnostic process
modelling language. to that end, a reasoning framework for annotated
textual descriptions will be developed, in order to extract rich descriptions
of processes from plain text. these annotations can then be automatically
derived using natural language processing techniques, with additional
human refinement if necessary
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The While and the Afterwards
• Around 80% of the students work or do research while studying
•
•
•
•

Many of them in research centres / research groups
Strong connections with companies in Barcelona (regular job offers)
99% of alumni was working in less than 3 months after finishing the studies
Alumni spread all over the world

• Strong internationalisation

• Less than 45% of the students come from Barcelona or its area
• Around 30% of students involved in international mobility

Note: Data from the MIRI-DS and BDMA master students
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The While and the Afterwards
• Usual Job positions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data Scientist
Data Analyst
(Chief) Data Officer
Data Engineer
Knowledge Engineer
Data Architect
Data Researcher
Digital Transformation Leader
Etc.
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Internships

Internships
• Convenis de col·laboració universitat – empresa (CCE):
https://www.fib.upc.edu/en/companies/industrial-practices
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Internships
CCE can be established with companies having an Industrial Agreement
with FIB
• Extracurricular Practices:
• NO Elective credits
• Except for the Master Thesis: modality B or D
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Mobility and Internationalisation

Mobility and Internationalisation
Plenty of options! 189 agreements with 181 universities in 41 countries
• Study abroad (one or two semesters)
• Conditions (max ECTS): MDS (30+30)
• Mobility programs (many with scholarships)
•
•
•
•
•

CERN
Erasmus+
Latin America, USA and Canada
National Institute of Informatics (NII) Tokyo
China

• Internship abroad

• Ever-open calls: Erasmus+, IAESTE, AIESEC, Entrypark
• Academic institutions
• Industry

• Other activities (summer schools, short stays...)
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Mobility and Internationalisation
https://www.fib.upc.edu/en/mobility
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Mobility and Internationalisation
• Mobility calendar: https://www.fib.upc.edu/en/mobility/outgoing/mobility-calendar
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Mobility and Internationalisation
• Information Sessions: https://www.fib.upc.edu/en/mobility/outgoing/information-sessions

Still have doubts?
Contact us at:
rel.int@fib.upc.edu
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Research and Innovation

Research and Innovation
• UPC is a leading research institution

• Top university obtaining H2020 projects: https://www.upc.edu/en/press-room/news/the-upc-is-still-the-top-spanishuniversity-in-obtaining-funds-from-the-h2020-programme
• Start-ups, spin-offs, innovation and technology transfer: https://www.upc.edu/en/r-d-i/innovation
• UPC’s centre for Development Cooperation: https://www.upc.edu/ccd/en

• Complement your time during the masters with added-value tasks!
• One strong aspect of our masters is that our teaching staff are also researchers with wide experience
on the topics they teach
• Belong to different departments and research groups
• Have strong networks with researchers all over the world
• You may want to do research under international mobility

• Formalise your research experience with research grants or CCE agreements
• Areas covered by our research groups:
•
•
•
•

Mathematics (MA)
Business Administration (OE)
Computer Architecture (AC)
Physics (FIS)

•
•
•
•

Services and Information Systems Engineering (ESSI)
Computer Science (CS)
Statistics and Operational Research (EIO)
Systems Engineering, Automatic Control and Industrial Informatics (ESAII)
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Enrolment Procedure
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Procedure
Interested in one of our masters? This is the procedure to follow

https://www.upc.edu/en/masters/access-admission-enrolment
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Important Dates
• Pre-enrolment: From 1st March to 27th May 2022
• Two (three) admission periods:
• First period:

• Deadline to apply: 22nd April 2022
• Tentative admission notification: 29th April 2022

• Second period:

• Deadline to apply: 27th May 2022
• Tentative admission notification: 3rd June 2022

• Third period:

• Not guaranteed, only if seats available
• Tentative deadline: 30th June
• Tentative admission notification: 7th July

• Check the admission criteria at: https://masters.fib.upc.edu/masters/masterdata-science
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Pre-enrolment
• Start the procedure from the masters.fib.upc.edu website. Look for your favourite
master, scroll down and look for the pre-enrolment button as shown below

• To pre-enrol follow the instructions

• Provide the required documentation to evaluate your admission
• Pay 30,21€ (tax) – Important: the button to pay does not appear until you enter all required fields
You can learn more about the pre-enrolment process here:
https://www.upc.edu/en/masters/access-admission-enrolment/pre-enrolment
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Admission
• Depending on your pre-enrolment data your application will be evaluated within the first or
second period
• Evaluation outcome: accept, reject, postpone (1st round) or waiting list (2nd round)
• First period:

• Deadline to apply: 22nd April 2022
• Tentative admission notification: 29th April 2022 (accept, postpone, reject)

• Second period:

• Deadline to apply: 27th May 2022
• Tentative admission notification: 3rd June 2022 (accept, waiting list, reject)

• Accepted applications are contacted and informed about all relevant academic information
as how to register, academic calendar, schedule of classes and exams, etc.

• All this information is already available at FIB Website
• Before registration, you must pay 300€ (tax) to guarantee your place (this money is later deduced from
the registration cost)

• Postponed applications get their final decision during the second period
• Waiting list applications are contacted in order if drop outs happen
• Rejected applications are not accepted to follow that program
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Prices
Prices 2021/22 for European Union applicants
• MDS: 27,67€ / ECTS
Prices 2021/22 for Non-European Union applicants
• MDS: 41,05€ / ECTS

Note: prices for 2022/2023 will be published in July. Once published, UPC list
the prices here: https://www.upc.edu/sga/ca/matricula/preus/PreusMaster
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Grants and Aids
• Find all details at: https://masters.fib.upc.edu/grants-and-financial-aid
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Grants and Aids
• Becas del Ministerio de Educación 2022/23

• If you plan to study a master, apply! (even if you are not sure what and where)
• In September you will be asked to provide information of the master chosen

• Period to apply: from 30th March to 12th May (way earlier than in previous years)

• Further details:
https://www.upc.edu/sga/es/Becas/BecasEstudio/BecaMEyFP22
• Support to the process (UPC video):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BsQoHywfrl4
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Social Life
• FIB promotes social activities: https://www.fib.upc.edu/en/fib/university-life
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Social Life
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FAQs
• If I’m finishing my undergraduate studies this year, can I apply to a master?
Of course! You can be admitted. You only need to finish on time your registration in
September. Indeed, if you finalize your bachelor thesis in October you can yet be
admitted in our masters. Contact us for more details.
• Can I work and study at the same time?
Of course! there are several opportunities to do extracurricular practices in companies
that, in turn, may help you to obtain elective ECTS for some of our masters.
• What about next academic course and covid-19?
Our objective are 100% face-to-face lectures. If not possible due to public health
recommendations, we will maximise face-to-face / hybrid lectures.
• For new incoming students… what about enrolment?
Registration has been online in the last courses. If you require to hand in some
documentation you can do later before the lectures start
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Contact Information and Tutoring
• MDS Coordinator (academic): Oscar Romero (fib.vd.postgrau@upc.edu)
• Masters Information (administrative): info.masters@fib.upc.edu
Each MDS student is assigned to a tutor upon enrollment
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Do you have further questions?
Do not hesitate to contact us at
info.masters@fib.upc.edu
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